Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow of Our Experiences with PEIAA, in a
nut shell

Good morning, Ladies & Gentleman,
My presentation will not be a scientific or neither a commercial one but in contrary will be
the expression of my sincere feelings and thoughts just about this vast international
family of ours in short. PIEAA
I'm Sayil DINCSOY.. from Izmir Turkije.
Your companion from 1966-67 term. You may know me in details through internet or
google if you want to know more. But in short I produce "Metal Detectors" and "Vending
Machines" in Izmir Turkey at 3 different premises and export the all around world
including EU. I am also the vise president of the Assembly of the Chamber of Industry
and The president of Turkish-German Businessmen and Academicians Association.
Before this family establishment of my investment, I established the first continuous TV
Receiver production lines in 1972 and Cooper Clad Laminate Factories in 1978 in Izmir
with other partners which did not go properly and I sold my shares in both.
After this short introduction of myself I would like to extend heartfelt thanks to all PII, EII
members and as well to all organizers who contributed to this alumni gathering. This
event will not only contribute today more than ever, the fate of our planet depends on
humanity's ability to collaborate across borders once more. And so more than ever
before, the alumni of old and young members of PII or EII that seek to introduce its
connections to the world around them while engaging with people from every corner of
the globe. It is very nice to realize now we are ..XXX... Highly distinguished people from
.XXX... Countries. So we must really make the use of this very valuable event and try to
contribute its coming repetitions. It may be very appreciating to have it developed as an
internationally organized body or foundation may be. Who knows? We are a complete
full of book now why not! Then this can be the future.
Now let us go back to past also..
Nearly before a half decade we were gathered from many corners of the world trying to
learn and live here in Eindhoven with about 350 guldens. At an age of 22's, Just a new
graduate young man. Some of them are even not very good to speak the foreign
language. But this period undoubtedly contributed a great lot to our lives. What were
them in a nut-shell.

The approach to science and research. the research people. The living of research life.
The Dutch people to be our second Country and beloved people. The Europe. Different

parts of the world apart from ours what we knew. The international friendship together.
The time pass quick and the sad end of farewell to each other with the happiness of
return to home.
All was fine but what were missing? The bond, the glue to continue the communication
what we percept today. This was missing and caused to lose to all parties which could
have been added to the gained ones. In other words this could have been to a mission..
A world mission of cooperation with a very small organization to be performed which
have been a great benefit for me that I have collected during my stay among others.
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Some memories of the past which all turned to pink as the time went by.........
Once more thanks to all
and health, success, prosperity to all alumni.
Sayil DINCSOY M.Sc.
	
  

